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Your Android is always with you and it's a great tool for tracking your exercise, registering your diet of wins and misses, and encouraging you to take your fitness further. Use these Android apps to monitor your goals for the new year. FatSecret calorie counter It's not just that the FatSecret app has a voluminous calorie database counting
on all kinds of food you'll eat at home or almost any restaurant, although it's certainly a useful thing to have. It's not even a barcode scanner that quickly attracts nutrition information for any prepackaged goods. The real strength of FatSecret is to quickly add all those things you eat to your current Nutrition Diary, so you can see the total of
your day in calories, fats, carbohydrates, or what you have. There's also an exercise diary, weight tracker and personal journal, so you can follow the less mathematical aspects of getting into shape. G/O Media can get a commission OfFatSecret calorie counter (en) AppBrainRunKeeper Pro We like it, you like it, and almost anyone in the
running will come like it. RunKeeper tracks your mileage via GPS on the map, as well as a log of your mileage, calories burned, time spent running, and other statistics. This data is instantly synchronized with RunKeeper servers, where you can track your progress, set goals, and otherwise view the duration of your work from a pleasant
view from above. While you're working, the robotic RunKeeper announcer can tell you how far you've come and gone to go-useful for those who need some real motivation. Best of all, the unlimited Pro version is free for the month of January.Mobile fitness apps have changed the way people create, record and achieve fitness goals,
thanks to... READ MORE RunKeeper AppBrainMy Tracks For those who don't just run, or are good enough with Google Maps or spreadsheets to really use a whole ton of exercise data, Google's own My Tracks app fits the bill. It runs in the background while you wear about your exercise (or just casual walks) and then sends stats to
either a custom Google Map or your Google Docs account. The app can also connect with Twitter and other networks to broadcast your particularly notable runs/bikes/walks, and keeps backups of your data on your SD card. My tracks for Android AppBrainSparkRecipes Over 280,000 medical recipes are downloaded into the
SparkRecipes database, and its Android app gives you a very user-friendly interface to get at them. Each recipe provides fat, calories and other food, and you can search and sort based on diet or special nutritional needs. Choose recipes, keep them as favorites, and You have another source to look at homemade food ideas. My tracks for
Android appBrainCardioTrainer This app covers some of the same land as RunKeeper, but the app has a broader understanding of health and training, and tools to cover it. You can It's to track your outdoor running/bike/walk, but also time and appreciate your indoor gym activities, too. There are many components to encourage you to
stick to your exercise plan. You can install modules to race other CardioTrainer users, as well as a neat New Year's resolution feature that can keep the amount of donations to your escrow account. If you stick to your plan, you keep the money, but if you don't, it goes to the charity of your choice. So use CardioTrainer not just as a quirky
timer, but as a social motivational tool. Cardiotrain AppBrain there are many apps related, often free, for health and fitness in the Android market. We tried to choose the best and most useful apps, but if we missed a good one, tell us in the comments. I get healthy is what's on everyone's mind at some point. Improving health can lead to
lower hospital bills, feel better, and do more things. Fortunately, there are a ton of apps on smartphones and tablets that can help you live better, eat better, and exercise more often. Most of the useful ones are either exercise apps, calorie counters, activity tracking apps, or some combinations of all three. Let's take a look at the best
health apps for Android! We put a little emphasis on healthy eating with this. We have more lists of health style apps related just below and throughout the article. FooducateHeadspaceHome workout on leap FitnesssumMyFitnessPalRead: Do fitness trackers really work? Probably, but it's not as easy as you think! FooducatePrice: Free
/$74.99/$4.99 per month Fooducate is a decent food app. It has 250,000 products to compare. Serving food classes for easy comparison. So you can easily identify good things compared to bad things. The app also tracks food intake, exercise and other variables. There is also a system of food recommendations, as well as a community
of people to interact with. Some parts of the app are free. You have to become a professional to get all the features. Fooducate does a bad job when listing its prices for things. It's a $4.99 a month or one $74.99 purchase. There are other buying options as well. HeadspacePrice: Free/$12.99 per monthHeadspace is a meditation app. Hey,
mental health is important too! Anyway, Headspace includes various guided meditations, emergency SOS sessions to soothe your needs, and various programs to choose from based on your needs. It even sends you random notifications telling you to relax and breathe We especially liked this feature. The pro version is a bit expensive,
but it includes more features. Calm, Let's Meditate, Prana Breath, and aware of some more excellent meditation applications. We also have a complete list linked near the end of this article. Home WorkoutPrice: Free/$2.99Home Workout is an excellent health app for beginners. It has You can do workouts at home without equipment. This
means that the only thing between you and starting is a download button and a few extra minutes a day. Some of the exercises include warm-ups, stretching, strength training, weight training, and more. You also get video and animation guides, diagrams, and more tracking. This is really good, especially if you don't want to spend a ton of
money on simulators. The developer, Leap Fitness, also has apps for AB workouts, reminders about drinking water, and even a period tracker if you need it. LifesumPrice: Free/$3.99-$6.99 per month/$44.99 per year Lifesum is another app that combines diet and exercise. It won't make you keep hardcore details of each meal. Instead, it
offers basic guidelines to follow. The app asks for things like weight, height, gender, and your fitness goals. The app gives each person personalized recommendations from this information. It also includes niche things like micro tracking for those on specialized diets. Nutrition and exercise tracking is free for everyone along with some
social features. Everything else requires a subscription. Lifesum requires a subscription paid for three, six or 12 months at a time. This is one of the great health apps. MyFitnessPalPrice: Free /$9.99 per month/$49.99 per yearMyFitnessPal is one of the most popular health apps. It does a really good job of keeping your diet in check. It
has a large food database. So you can keep track of everything you eat. Calorie counting is its most useful feature. In addition, it has the ability to integrate with a ton of other fitness apps and health apps. There is also a selection of exercises to perform, community engage, and stats about your progress. The free version does basic
things to calorie counting. You need a subscription to rest.mySugrPrice: Free/$2.99 per month/$27.99 pear yearmySugr is a great app for diabetics. This allows you to do things like track your blood sugar, rate hbA1c, and you can report your numbers directly to your doctor. It also integrates with some existing hardware like Accu-Chek,
Aviva Connect, and others. It's a fairly simple app to use. Once you get everything set up, you just open it and enter the rooms as needed. There is a premium subscription version that adds things like PDF exports, smart search and reminders. However, this is completely optional, and the basic application works great for basic things.
This is just one example of managing chronic using the app. You can find more options for other chronic diseases as well. MyTherapyPrice: FreeMyTherapy is a tablet reminder app with several other tricks up your sleeve. The main function is to remind the pill, which also allows you to enter into a confirmed intake of medications or misses
so that you do not accidentally overdose. You can also track the track For a long period of time, share your numbers with family members, and more. The app allows you to track other things as well, such as diabetes, hypertension, arthritis, and other chronic diseases. It's far from perfect, but it's definitely among the best in its category.
TickTickPrice: Free/$27.99 per monthTickTick is a simple, nifty to-do list app. It's good for long things. This includes planning and remembering doctor's appointments, taking daily medications, or not forgetting to re-stock up on protein shakes. It is possible to work and homework tasks as well as things like grocery lists. The user interface
is simpler than most and a little bland at times. You can also share your categories and tasks with other people if you want them to see the tasks as well. It's not a health app for sure, but it's definitely helpful for health reasons. The free version has all the features and up to two reminders per task. All that is more than that and it costs
$29.99 a year. Todoist, Google Calendar, Any.do, and Microsoft To-Do are worthy of a list of apps that do all these same things as well. Yoga Daily FitnessPrice: FreeYoga Daily Fitness is a good, simple yoga app. It has different postures and exercises that can increase flexibility, core strength, and all kinds of other health benefits. This
particular app has some good daily routines to get you started. However, those who are really serious about yoga end up moving on to other, better apps. We only recommend this at first because its price tag is extremely manageable (free, at the time of writing this article) and it's great for beginners. Pocket Yoga, Yoga Studio and Down
Dog are also excellent health apps for yoga lovers. We like to recommend yoga apps to people because it is a low exposure exercise that people with most diseases can still do. Your doctor's app or websitePrice: Free (usually) Some professions take longer to adapt to new changes than others. However, most doctors these days have an
app or website. You can use the app or website to check your blood work, test results, and sometimes you can even send a message to your doctor directly, although we only recommend this method of communication for inconsequential questions. It is easier to access your medical records this way and to keep up with what your doctor
is doing than to call and ask. There are a bunch of apps for this, so you should ask your doctor what their practice is using. Most of these health apps work very well. Worst default scenario website, but it's still better than nothing. Bonus: OEM Health AppsPrice: Free (usually) Some phone manufacturers have health tracker apps. The
biggest ones include Samsung Healthcare, Google Fit, and LG Healthcare. Samsung Health and Google Fit in particular are very good. They track things like steps and calories. Both apps are also integrated with Smart watches and Wear OS watches, respectively. They can also set goals, track things like your weight and give you some
motivational quotes if it helps you. These apps are usually free and come preinstalled on most Samsung, Google and LG phones. However, you can get Google Fit for any device that runs Google Android (basically nothing from China or Amazon). If we missed any great health apps for Android, tell us about them in the comments! You
can also click here to check out our latest Android app and game lists! Lists!
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